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1 Synthetic biology overall investment trends 
The year 2021 concluded as the best ever for synthetic biology startups, which raised a total of nearly 
$18 billion – nearly as much as the entire amount in all prior years since the emergence of the field in 
2009. The fourth quarter's $2.8 billion was slim compared to the three prior ones of $4.6 billion, $4.3 
billion, and $6.1 billion, but still the fifth-best on record by a large margin. 

 

It would have been hard to top Q3's spectacular deal count of 73 transactions and average amount of 
$83.6 million, but Q4's count of 44 deals averaging $63.3 each was still healthy by historical standards, 
and in line with the typical quarters the last two years running. 
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Previously, startups pursuing therapeutic applications have dominated fundraising, but in Q4 (possibly 
with covid fears waning), food companies took the lead. Impossible Foods got $500 million, Future Meat 
Technologies $347 million, and Clara Foods (now rebranded as "The EVERY Company)" raised $175 
million in an impressive Series C led by venture firm McWin.  

Other companies in applications included Amyris in chemicals and fuels which brought in $400 million, 
and Autolus and Cambrian Biopharma in therapeutics with $250 million and $100 million respectively. 

On the synbio tools side, we saw Arbor Biotechnologies (gene sequencing and CRISPR) raising $215 
million, DNA Script taking home $167.2 million, and bit.bio and Benchling each bringing in $100 million. 

 

Looking at totals raised by all startups in each industry this quarter, food's $1.1 billion also blows past 
health and medicine's $677 million. Still, the therapeutic field's massive fundraising earlier in 2021 
means it handily beat food for the year with $7.4 billion in 76 deals versus $3.4 billion in 41. Agriculture 
came in third among applications with a total of $991 million in 10 deals, while in the tools category, 
organism engineering startups took in $1.97 billion across 9 transactions. 
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Food was the most exciting space with several key deals geared at scaleup and production of animal-
free food products. Specifically, we saw: 
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• Impossible Foods raised $500 million, bringing its total to a whopping $2 billion to date. In 
addition to its flagship plant-based burger meat (with synbio heme giving its beef-like flavor), 
the company is scaling up production of sausage and chicken substitutes.1 

• Israel-based Future Meat Technologies raising a $347 million Series B from investors like ADM 
Ventures, aimed at building production facilities in North America for its cultured chicken. The 
company has already brought its product cost down from $18 per pound to about $5 – close to 
a typical $3.50 in the US.2 

• Every (formerly Clara Foods) raised $175 million in a Series C to scale up its chicken-free egg 
proteins; and New Culture got a $25 million Series A from ADM Ventures and IndieBio for its 
cow-free cheese. Aanika Biosciences brought in a $12 million Series A for its bio-based food 
tracking and safety technology, and Finless Foods raised an undisclosed Series B to develop fish 
meat without killing fish. 

In other applications, New Zealand's LanzaTech – which is addressing climate change by converting 
greenhouse gases into useful chemicals and fuels – raised $30 million from French metals giant 
ArcelorMittal. Also in the renewable chemicals space, Zymochem took in $4 million in a seed round from 
investors including Peter Thiel's Breakout Ventures and SOSV's IndieBio; the company is designing 
microbes and precision fermentation that convert renewable biomass into performance materials, with 
a process it claims to eliminate CO2 lost to the environment. Novoloop (previously called BioCellection) 
raised a Series A from SOSV and others, to help convert packaging waste like polyethylene bags into 
high-performance materials that can substitute for nonrenewable silicone and rubber.  

Deal count by Industry 

industry 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q Grand Total 

Agriculture 4 2 4  10 

Automation and hardware 2 2 4 2 10 

Chemicals  2 1 2 5 

Consumer goods 1   2 3 

DNA data storage   1  1 

DNA synthesis 1 2 3 4 10 

Energy & environment 2  2  4 

Food and nutrition 14 8 14 5 41 

Gene editing  2   2 

Genome engineering 1  1 0 2 

 
1 https://www.fooddive.com/news/impossible-foods-raises-500m-bringing-its-lifetime-funding-to-more-
than/610497/  
2 https://www.greenqueen.com.hk/future-meat-347-million-funding-record  
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Health and medicine 25 11 29 12 77 

Materials 3 1 2 0 6 

Multi-sector applications 2 1 1  4 

Organism engineering 1 2 2 4 9 

Protein engineering 1  2  3 

Software 2 2 1 3 8 

Grand Total 59 35 67 34 195 
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2 The synbio stack 
Applications like food, medicine, and chemicals raised almost 75% of the funds invested in 2021. 
Companies farther down the synthetic biology "stack" (the layers of types of technology and tools that 
together combine to make biology an engineering discipline) are dominated by organism engineering 
platforms that brought in 15% of the total; the other three categories split the remaining 10% evenly. 
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In Software, Cyrus Biotechnology raised a $18 million Series B; Synthace a $35 million Series C, and 
Benchling a gigantic $100 million Series F. 

The Automation and hardware field saw Culture Biosciences bring in an $80 million Series B, while 
Sphere Fluidics took in £30 million ($41 million) from Sofinnova Partners and other investors. Arcturus 
BioCloud, Elemental Machines, and Koniku raised early rounds for undisclosed amounts. 

In DNA synthesis, DNA Script achieved a $165 million Series C from investors including instrument-
maker Agilent, as well as a grant for from the National Human Genome Research Institute for $2.2 
million. Similarly, Molecular Assemblies raised a $10 million Series B, and a NHGRI grant for $250,000. 

Deal count by Stack Category  

stack 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q Grand Total 

Applications 52 25 53 21 151 

Bio-CAD 1 2 1 3 7 

Cloud Labs / Automation 2 2 4 2 10 

Gene/Genome Synthesis & Sequencing 1 2 4 4 11 

Organism engineering platforms 3 4 5 4 16 

Grand Total 59 35 67 34 195 
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3 From Application to Impact: Synbio Foods' Ecology, Health and Ethics 
As we saw, food startups leapfrogged health and medicine to be the leading industrial application 
category for synbio fundraising in Q4.  

That's very atypical – medical biotech has been a major field for venture investment since the inception 
of risk capital, with benchmarks like Genentech tackling life-or-death issues like diabetes. Before synbio, 
innovations in food were almost all incremental, and sometimes comical. Take Olestra's slightly 
healthier substitute for animal fat that its maker Proctor & Gamble even tried to gain FDA approval for 
as a cholesterol drug, for example; or trends like acai berry and wheatgrass that make similarly dubious 
health claims. These are not the kinds of innovations that match venture capital's appetite for disruptive 
improvements, protectable IP, and scalability. 

3.1 A new calling for novel foods: Synthesize, don't substitute 
A common thread in these investment trends is a move toward creating “building blocks” through 
synthetic production, and away from trying to simulate the taste, nutrition, and texture/mouthfeel of 
finished products. Synthesis is surpassing substitution. 

For example, while a number of companies have successfully brought plant-based meat to the market, 
theycan only simulate animal meat products that are “ground” (e.g., burgers, crumbled meat-in-sauce, 
sausages); they can’t yet simulate more complex structures of the “meat” (e.g., steak, whole chicken 
breast, pork chop, bacon, etc.). New technologies require investment to simultaneously increase 
production capacity and reduce the cost to be comparable with animal-based products. 

Unlike other fields of innovation where consumers are looking for something “new/different” (e.g., 
entertainment, technology, etc.), most new approaches to food production are actually trying to 
recreate the experience of consumption of products consumers already know and love. So rather than 
being about convincing consumers that something new is good, it is about overcoming misconceptions 
about “synthetic vs. natural vs. substitution” while also getting the new products to(roughly) the same 
cost as the old. 

To change consumer attitudes toward food, we need to apply technologies in ways that seem positive 
and friendly, and avoid negative legacy perceptions. Indeed, this organization’s rebranding from 
“SynbioBeta” to “Built with Biology” is about expanding our emphasis from “how it was made” to “why 
it’s better”. What are three of the most critical shifts that members of our community should embrace?  

 

Getting away from: …and moving to: 
unnatural and artificial all natural but differently produced 
exploitative/extractive equitable/symbiotic 
substitutes and compromises it tastes and works the same or better 
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1: “unnatural and artificial” ->“all natural but differently produced”  
 

Consumers remember a slew of past products that were introduced as healthy artificial substitutes, but 
later shown to be harmful (e.g., saccharine, some artificial colors). But when these effects (sweetness 
and beauty) can be achieved by natural-but-processed-differently products like stevia and superfood 
colorants, the new products are viewed favorably. 
 

2: “exploitative/extractive” ->“equitable/symbiotic”  
 

Millions of consumers perceive neutral terms like “genetically modified” to denote economic, 
environmental, and ethical harm. While most scientists put anti-GMOers in the same camp as anti-
vaxxers and climate deniers, such scorn won’t change their views. Instead, we need to emphasize 
benefits of genetically modifying organisms for the good of the ecosystem, such as yeast that can 
produce dairy proteins or easy-to-grow rice that contains more nutrients for resource-poor areas. 
 

3: “substitutes and compromises” -> “it tastes and works the same or better” 
 

Whereas most legacy products have only worked in certain niche markets, the new generation of non-
animal products don’t require the consumer to make trade-offs in taste and function. For example, 
plant-based beef is only available “ground” and therefore cannot be used as a steak substitute. Soy or 
oat milk cannot substitute for cheesemaking because it contains no casein protein. The shift to synthesis 
instead of substitution allows the consumer to use products that are ingredients in their own food 
production with confidence instead of uncertainty and fear. 

3.2 Applying synthesis for the environment, health, and animal ethics 

The concept of synthesis instead of substitution is enabling synthetic biology startups to create 
solutions that conventional food innovation could not achieve. The next task is to convince not just 
investors and regulators, but tastemakers and consumers that they are good for the environment, 
human health, and the ethical treatment of animals: 

3.2.1 Environment - Not just sustainable, but environmentally beneficial 
Sustainability as a goal isn’t enough. Not only does it not repair the damage done to the planet and 
ecosystem by generations of abusive practices, but it only focuses on a system that is “systainable” for 
tiny subset of actors the actors involved: the affluent human/global consumer and corporations. To truly 
improve the health of the planet, the focus needs to shift to symbiosis - equal consideration for all 
actors (including non-affluent human/local producers, ecosystems of production, transport, and 
consumption, and non-human actors (i.e. food sources, and those food sources' food sources) in a self-
sustaining system. 
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• With an impressive suite of investors including Barclays, CG, and food giant Archer Daniels 
Midland (ADM) Ventures pitching in $32 million $32 million, Air Protein (founded in Pleasanton, 
California in 2019), creates useful biomass (meat) from carbon dioxide through the use of 
fermentation and culturing, treating the cycle of consumption and excretion as a single closed 
carbon system. The idea was originally created for space travel, where reuse of every element is 
critical to long missions, and in a non-space environment such as terrestrial food production, the 
same concepts allow for “harmful waste” like CO2 to be transformed into a product both 
beneficial to the environment and useful to consumer. 

• By focusing on the raw relationship between energy, carbon dioxide and other gases, and 
energy, NovoNutrients (founded in Sunnyvale, California in 2017) raised $4.7 million from 
investors including IndieBio , the US Department of Energy, and aptly-named Happiness Capital. 
It invented a two-step process, first creating food for microorganisms, that then ferments into a 
nutritionally complete single-cell protein which can be used to build anything from pet food to 
ground “beef” for human consumption. 

• By focusing on protein production requiring less water, Solar Foods (founded in Helsinki, Finland 
in 2017) allows the creation of food in areas that have only air and sunshine, thus reducing both 
water use and transportation impact on the environment. The company has raised $30 million 
from investors including Lifeline Ventures, Business Finland, Agronomics, CPT Capital, and 
Bridford Investments. 

• ENOUGH (founded in Glasgow, United Kingdom in 2015) focuses on creating proteins that 
consumers can use the same way they would chicken, beef, and other meats by fermenting 
fungi with sugars derived from grains. They took in$59 million from investors including DCVC, 
the University of Strathclyde, Horizon 2020, and AXA Investment Managers. 

3.2.2 Health: Cutting what makes us unhealthy, while keeping what makes us happy 
Most views of health and well-being are focused on “eliminating negatives” instead of “embracing 
positives”, especially when it comes to what we eat. “Healthy weight” is pursued by “weight loss” 
strategies, some of which are catastrophically damaging to holistic health (amphetamines/diet pills, 
cigarettes, fasting, pseudoscience/quackery). Synbio startups can shift this outlook toward a holistic 
“happy/healthy” balance, emphasizing consumption of bountiful qualities of healthy things, instead of 
using chemical trickery to harm ourselves less. Novel organisms and foods made from them can be 
engineered to eliminate what’s bad for our bodies (calories, cholesterol, excess sugars), while boosting 
flavors, nutrients, or fiber. For example: 

• By focusing on using medical science to understand and circumvent the biological mechanisms 
that cause gluten and other food allergies and create tailored proteins that don’t trigger allergic 
reactions, Ukko (founded in Palo Alto, California in 2016) raised $48 million from investors 
including Khosla Ventures and Salesforce founder Marc Benioff. The company aims to change 
management of allergies from avoidance to damage prevention, allowing people to enjoy foods 
they previously couldn’t. 

• Focused on what’s inside the bee rather than the bee itself, MeliBio (founded in Berkeley, 
California in 2020) is using $1.2 million from investors to hone a microbial approach to the 
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production of honey. By culturing plant ingredients outside of a bee to replicate the process of 
honey creation, avoiding the need for bees to be domesticated for honey production. 

• Rather than creating a specific product or means of production, Calyxt (founded in Minnesota 
City, Minnesota in 2010) has raised $61 million from investors to create an innovation lab 
around the concept of bioreactor/fermentation-based food production, offering services 
tailored to help companies reinvent their own products. 

• Rather than relying solely on digital technology for supply chain tracking, Aanika Biosciences 
(founded in Brooklyn, New York in 2018) has raised $2.5 million from top-tier investors including 
SOSV, Draper Associates, Plug and Play, and RebelBio to create microbial tags that can be read 
in multiple ways from field to table, allowing both businesses and consumers to ensure quality, 
provenance, and freshness. 

3.2.3 Better for animals: Real meat, fish, and dairy – grown like plants and brewed like beer 
A number of companies share the same underlying technology of cellular meat growth, but with 
different twists that allow them to create highly differentiated solutions in this space. The fundamental 
challenge with growing “meat” outside a slaughtered animal is whether consumers will accept 
compromises in the taste/feel/joy of the food, to attain the positive benefit of “harmless meat” that 
doesn’t destroy animals. Each of these companies is focused on a different part of that equation, using 
biotechnology to reduce cost, increase variety and enjoyment, or accelerate the progress toward true 
globally regenerative supply chains. Equally important to their differentiation, many of these companies 
feature unique industry investors looking for particular solutions to their own future challenges in the 
global meat supply chain. 

• With what it calls the “world’s first meat production line,” Future Meat Technologies (founded 
in Jerusalem, Israel in 2018) is using animal cells to culture meat that is price-competitive with 
animal-slaughtered meat, thanks to a igh volume production line. WIth news stories of $100,000 
cell-based burgers still in consumers’ memories and assumptions, getting cost in line with 
“performance” will be key to getting shoppers’ interest and acceptance. The company recently 
raised $14 million from food incumbents like Archer Daniels Midland and Tyson Ventures. 

• By cultivating both muscle and fat from cow and pig cells, Meatable (founded in Delft, 
Netherlands in 2018) creates cultured meat building blocks that can be assembled into more 
complex structures than just ground protein. The company’s technique of mixing muscle and fat 
is a differentiator that earned it $60 million in backing from investors like DSM Venturing and 
Atlantic Food Labs. 

• Focusing on efficiency instead of a pure “no harm” model, Mosa Meat (founded in Maastricht, 
Netherlands in 2013) is systematically improving their process for producing burgers, driving 
down the cost and simultaneously innovating to remove harm from the production process. The 
company has raised more than $96 million from investors including Japanese conglomerate 
Mitsubishi. 

• With a focus on flavor, not just making meat, New Age Meats (founded in Berkeley, California in 
2018) adds plant-based flavors and spice to cultured meat to create culinarily differentiated 
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meat products. IndieBio, Tech Coast Angels, Climate Capital, and other investors have put more 
than $7 million into the company. 

• Using digital technology including 3D modeling and printing of meat, Redefine Meat (founded in 
Tel Aviv, Israel in 2018) creates customized, ready-to-cook meat products in an array of formats, 
from steaks to kebabs to flanks, appealing to the food service industry that requires the variety. 
The company has more than $35 million in venture backing to date. 

• Focusing on renewable crustaceans instead of land animals, Shiok Meats (founded in Singapore 
in 2018) cultivates shrimp, lobster and crab cells into ready to use seafood protein. Addressing 
environmental problems like overfishing landed the company in the storied Y Combinator 
accelerator program and has brought it more than $17 million to date. Similarly, Finless Foods 
(founded in Emeryville, California in 2017) is focused on creating cultured tuna to satisfy a 
growing global market that is already straining ecosystems and facing significant problems with 
provenance and truth-in-labeling.  

• SuperMeat (founded in Tel Aviv, Israel in 2015) is different from many other alternative meat 
companies in that in addition to creating a cultured meat product, it is attempting to change 
consumer attitudes toward cultured meat by operating a restaurant serving fine-dining level 
dishes featuring their product.  

3.3 Conclusions and Horizons 
Coming off a banner year of 2021 – in which synbio startups not only raised billions... but saved the 
planet with covid vaccines – it's hard to imagine how 2022 and beyond will be even better. The answer 
is food, which will be key to the field's growing impact. 
 
As in medicine, synthetic biology will now change the game for the food industry, offering massive 
benefits inside the food itself as well as the people and planet outside. As we have shown, startups in 
the space will be key to helping the entire food system become: 

• Not just sustainable, but environmentally beneficial 
• Not just low in fat, carbs, salt, etc, but actually healthy for human consumption 
• Ethical towards animals 

 

In future reports, we will look at the impact of engineering biology on other industries and systems 
affecting people and the planet. Synthetic biology is a bridge, enabled by the digital revolution that's not 
yet over, and the next revolutions that are to come. As an example, consider how in addition to 
attempting to lower the ecological and ethical impact of traditional beef production for consumers, 
Aleph Farms (founded in Rehovot, Israel in 2017, and with a whopping $236 million raised from 
investors including Cargill) is creating food-making systems that can also work in a space environment, 
allowing longer missions and increasing the health and wellbeing of astronauts.  

“Prolonged exploration in space, such as getting to Mars, is limited by the ability to 
provide quality nutrition to astronauts. Aleph Farms is developing a technological 
platform for the production of cultivated beef steaks in a process that consumes a 
significantly smaller portion of the resources needed to raise an entire animal for 
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meat. Understanding these processes in such an extreme environment, will advance 
Aleph's ability to develop a complete process of cultivated meat production for long-

term space missions and build an efficient production process that reduces the 
environmental footprint on Earth.”3 

 
3 https://www.aleph-farms.com/blog/second-experiment-in-space  


